A Sketch based Image Retrieval with Descriptor based on Constraints
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ABSTRACT
To match sketch and real images some processing is required, because it is very difficult to directly match sketch and real image. Real images contain noise due to many reasons, which makes it very difficult for matching. For this descriptor is designed so that it can give best match by finding relationships between edges and line segments. By applying edge length as constraint, the retrieval performance is increases. Proposed framework tested on public datasets and results shows that proposed method improves SBIR performance significantly.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Image Retrieval based on sketches is very valuable searching method, which provide ease of interface for searching about images. SBIR can act as a communication tool between peoples having different languages. Sketch provides more information and visualization as compare to keyword based searching. Such Sketch Based Image Retrieval (SBIR) [1] contains sketch as input and real images matching with sketches as output. But matching between sketch and real image is very difficult because their appearances are different in terms of features, because sketch contains user’s imagination in terms of only boundary line that forms some kind of shape and real images contains reality such as color, texture and some shape. For matching such images, the extraction of edges in real images is required. After this, the strong edges are represented to make both, sketch and real image comparable. Some valuable work [1-3] gives this approach of edge extraction.

2. RELATED WORKS
In Sketch Based Image Retrieval, many descriptors are designed for matching. Work proposed by J. canny [2] is to reduce the amount of data in an image with preservation of structural properties that can be used for later image processing. It maximizes signal-to-noise ratio. Eitz et. al. [3] contains a method which divides an image into fixed number of cells and each cell represents to a tensor descriptor.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Proposed system contains edge extraction using canny edge detection method and descriptor designing and selection of strong edges based on edge length. Proposed system is executed with Flickr15K dataset. Proposed system contains:

1. Edge Extraction
2. Designing of descriptor
3. Selection of edges

Proposed Architecture is shown in fig. 1, in which preprocessing contains edge extraction. Strong edges are extracted by applying canny edge detector for each real image in database and then convert it into RS image. Descriptor designing provides flexibility to selection or removal of edges by setting relative part to certain value and captures the line level features. Proposed work is in edge selection, in which edge length is applied as constraint to select the shaping edges and to reduce noisy edges.
3.1 Edge Extraction
For strong edge extraction the Canny edge detector [4] is used on real images and then convert it into line segments. In this, convert sketch image into Sketch line segment (SS) image and real image into Real line segment (RS) image. Line segments and relationship between them shows the content of image. Fig. 2 shows that strong edges are extracted by applying canny edge detector on real image and Fig. 3 shows that strong edges are then converted into a set of line segments.

3.2 Descriptor
A descriptor is designed such that it can find the relationship between line segments. Descriptor designing is block structure, in which blocks are define such that it divides area into four parts i.e. upper, lower, left, right. And next four blocks cover two points of middle line as well as cover block boundaries. Therefore this descriptor represents the objects boundaries and ensures that all adjacent line segments are covered. In following Fig. 4 shows block which divides neighboring area in left part. And red line shows middle (central) line of descriptor and green area shows the block definition.

3.3 Selection of shaping edges
Because of noisy edges the retrieval performance get decreases, but human visual system is not affected by these noisy edges as human can differentiate between noisy edges and real edges. As an example shown in Fig 5, the input sketch is square and extracted edges form square with many noisy edges. It is very difficult for computer visual system to differentiate between them. As we are human can recognise the best match is (c) and others are noisy edges i.e. (a), (b) and (d) from following subset of images. Therefore the edge selection method is used to extract the shaping edges, which reduces the impact of noise.

To select such shaping edges, multiple hypotheses are generated for each descriptor by selecting certain adjacent edges as shaping edges and then find the best match with sketch query. Hypothetical word is generated for each hypothesis by removing the noisy edges rather than selecting the shaping edges, because generally observation is that noisy edges are often less than the shaping edges. The remaining edges are selected as shaping edges, once the noisy edges are removed.
To detect the false matches the constraints are given as follows:

(a) Constraint I
Define a word $w^i_s$ in SS image $l_s$ and a word $w^i_r$ in RS image $l_r$ as pair of corresponding words. Where $j$ is mapped word id. For each corresponding words, the transformation parameter of scale and location $\theta(p, q, l)$ is calculates as,

$$\hat{l} = \frac{l_s}{l_r} \quad \ldots (1)$$

$$\hat{p} = p_s - p_r \hat{l}, \quad \hat{q} = q_s - q_r \hat{l} \quad \ldots (2)$$

Where, p and q are word coordinates, and $l$ is the length of word. If the relationship between $w^i_s \sim w^j_s$ and $w^i_r \sim w^j_r$ are similar then their corresponding transformation parameter $\theta_i$ and $\theta_j$ must be similar. This transformation is 3 dimensional which forms small cubes. Then best cube $C$ is selected from number of cube $c_i$ according to weight of word $w_i$. Words in the best cube $C$ have similar transformation parameters.

(b) Constraint II
The above constraint is cube based in which similar transformation is considered as best cube. Now in second constraint it is edge length based. In which edge length are compared in SS and RS images. Their directions are also matched. If matching done within threshold then that edges are selected.

Algorithm: Edge selection

```plaintext
1: for each edge in SS
2: int matched=infinity
3: int edgeId=-1
4: for each edge1 in RS
5: if |Location(edge)-Location(edge1)| < threshold && |length(edge) - length(edge1)| <threshold
6: if direction(edge) == direction(edge1) then
7: matched=|length(edge) - length(edge1)|
8: edgeId=edge1
9: end if
10: end if
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: if edgeId!=-1 then
15: countMatch++
16: end if
17: countTotal++
18: end for
```

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Dataset
Two dataset are available for performance evaluation of proposed work those of Eitz [8] and Hu [9] (Flickr15K) and Wang1[1] (Caltech256)[22].

B. Evaluation Metric
Proposed system use widely accepted evaluation metric Precision-Recall. For comparison Precision-Recall table and graph is provided. Fig. 6 shows graph of Precision-Recall of proposed and existing system.

C. Retrieval Time
In following table 1 shows the average retrieval time from which it can be seen that proposed retrieval time is much faster than existing system[1].
5. CONCLUSION

The proposed system extracts the strong edges and converts it into line segments and then by applying descriptor, it enhances the performance of the image retrieval by ensuring that line relationship is captured. To select the boundaries and to detect false matches edge length based constraint is applied which reduces the impact of noisy edges. To reduce the false matches, constraints are applied which improves the retrieval performance significantly.

This system can be extended to detect face sketches in crime. This will address in future work.
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